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SECRFTARY BOARD OF
OIL, GAS & MINII.IG

BEFORE THE BOARD OF OIL, GAS AND MINING
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

STATE OF UTAH

TN THE MATTER OF THE REQUEST FOR
AGENCY ACTION OF AXIA ENERGY II, LLC
FOR AN ORDER MODIFYING THE BOARD'S
SPACING ORDERS ENTERED IN CAUSE
NOS. 139-138, 139-140, t39-149 AND 139-153 TO
INCLUDE A PROVISION GRANTING THE RIGHT
OF FIRST REFUSAL TO THE MAJORITY
INTEREST OWNER TO DRILL AND OPERATE A
WELL PROPOSED BY A MINORITY INTEREST
OWNER.

REQUEST FOR AGENCY ACTION

Docket No. 2019-003

Cause No. 139-162

COMES NOW, Axia Energy, ll, LLC ("Axia"), acting by and through its

attorneys, Beatty & Wozniak, P.C., and pursuant to Utah Code Ann. $ 40-6-5(3) and

Utah Admin Code Rule R64l-110-500, and hereby respectfully requests the Board of Oil,

Gas and Mining (the "Board") to enter an order modifuing the Board's Spacing Orders

entered on July 18, 2016 in Cause No. 139-138 (the "139-138 Order"), entered on

January 23,2017 and as amended on April 4,2017 in Cause No. 139-140 (the *139-140

Order"), entered on March 21, 2018 in Cause No. 139-149 (the "139-149 Order"),

entered on April 23,2018 in Cause No. 139-153 (the *139-153 Order") (collectively the

"Orders"), to include a provision addressing operatorship and the process of approving

competing applications for permit to drill ("APDs"), (i.e. APDs covering the same or



similar well locations) as it pertains to the drilling and spacing units within the Orders.

Axia was the Petitioner in each of the Orders described above.

Specifically, Axia seeks the inclusion of a provision which would give the "right

of first refusal" to the owner with the greatest working interest within a 1,280-acre (or

substantial equivalent) drilling and spacing unit to drill a well proposed by another owner

within such drilling and spacing unit, with certain caveats described below

BACKGROUND

Axia has filed a number of spacing Requests for Agency Action (the "Requests")

since 2016 seeking the establishment of 1,280-acre (or substantial equivalent) drilling

units for the production of oil, gas and hydrocarbons from long lateral (in excess of one

mile in length) horizontal wells ("LLHWs"), from the "Subject Formations," as defined

in the Requests. The Orders created the following 1,280-acre drilling and spacing units

located in Uintah and Duchesne Counties:

The 139-138 Order Lands:

Stand-Up Units
Township 2 South" Range I West. USM

Sections 27 and34
Sections 28 and33
Sections 29 and32
Sections 30 and 31
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The 139-140 Order Lands:

Stand-Up Units
Township 2 South. Range 2 West" USM

Sections 25 and36
Sections 26 and35
Sections 27 and34
Sections 28 and33
Sections 29 and32
Sections 30 and 31

Lav-Down Units
Township 2 South, Ranse 3 West. USM

Sections 25 and26
Sections 27 and28
Sections 33 and34
Sections 35 and36

The 139-149 Order Lands:

Stand-Up Units
Township 2 South. Range 2 West. USM

Sections 14 and23
Sections 15 and22
Sections 16 and2l
Sections l7 and20

(all in Duchesne County)

Townshio 2 South. Ranse 1 West. USM

Sections 14 and23 (Uintah County)
Sections 18 and 19 (Duchesne County)
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Lay-Down Unit
Townshio 2 South. Ranse 2 West and

Township 2 South. Range 3 West" USM

Sections l8 (2S-2W) and 13 (2S-3W)
(Duchesne County)

(this unit later modified by the 139-153 Order)

The 139-153 Order Lands:

Stand-Up Units
Township 2 South. Range 2 West. USM

Sections 3 and 10

Sections 4 and9
Sections 13 and24
Sections 18 and 19

Lay-Down Units
Township 2 South. Ranse 2 West. USM

Sections 5 and 6
Sections 7 and 8

Townshio 2 South. Ranse 3 West. USM

Sections I and2
Sections 3 and 4
Sections 5 and 6
Sections 7 and 8

Sections 9 and l0
Sections lI and 12

Sections l3 and 14

Sections 15 and 16

Sections 17 and 18

Sections 19 and20
Sections 2l and22
Sections 23 and24
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Sections 29 and30
Sections 3l and32

(the "Subject Lands" and each 1,280-acre drilling unit is referred to herein as "Drilling

Unit" or collectively "Drilling Units").

Each of the Orders allow up to 32 wells per drilling unit which may be any

combination of LLHWs, short-lateral horizontal wells ("SLHWs") (less than one mile in

length), and verticalidirectional wells. Production from LLHW's is to be allocated on a

1,280-acre (or substantial equivalent) basis, and production from vertical/directional

wells and SLHWs is allocated on a 640-acre governmental section (or substantial

equivalent) basis

It has recently come to Axia's attention that there are, and may soon be many

more, competing APDs proposing to drill the same, or substantially similar, wells within

certain of the Drilling Units. As the majority owner in many, though not all, of the

I,280-acre Drilling Units, Axia has various concerns related to potential waste of

resources (both those that are in the ground and of a financial nature), not only from

existing well proposals but by what could be proposed by another owner in the future.

While Axia has no desire to prevent any owner from producing their "just and equitable

share," Axia believes that a process for approval of APDs could be put in place which

will result in the prevention of waste. As the majority interest owner in many of the

Drilling Units, Axia has the most to lose if wells are improperly drilled or if the location
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of a proposed well would prevent other wells from being drilled (leaving resources in the

ground). Other concems relate to duplication of pipelines, roads and surface facilities

from multiple operators (i.e. greater surface disturbance and waste of capital)

IJtah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-4(1) states in relevant parI, "[a]pproval [of an

APDI shall be given by the division if it appears that the contemplated location and

operations are not in violation of any rule or order of the board for drilling a well." There

is no formal guidance to the Division or operators within the statutes or regulations with

respect to the determination of approval priority of competing APDs other than the first

to file meeting the requirements will be approved. Competing APDs may not have been

a regular occuffence in the past, but with the increased adoption of horizontal drilling in

Utah and the ability to drill many wells within each drilling unit (up to 32 within each of

the Subject Drilling Units) the issue is coming up more frequently.

Furthermore, the ability to drill different types of wells, verticalidirectional,

SLHW and LLHW, all within the same drilling and spacing unit, while useful under

certain circumstances, can also lead to problems where ownership is divided among a

number of different operators as is the case within many of the Subject Drilling Units.

Each operator may have similar goals, but who will ensure that the resources are

developed in the best way possible to maximize resource recovery, prevent waste and

protect correlative rights? Under the current regulatory scheme, &fly individual or
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company with a working interest can have their APD approved and drill and operate a

well in a manner that most benefits them but may not be in the best interest for

maximizing resource recovery, preventing waste and protecting correlative rights within

the Subject Drilling Units. While Axia believes that this issue is ripe for rulemaking,

irreversible damage within the Drilling Units could take place prior to such process

playing out and a final rule adopted.

PROPOSED AMENI)MENT TO ORDERS

Therefore, Axia requests that the Orders be amended to include the following

paragraph:

"The majority interest owner andlor the owner with the highest working

interest within a 1,280-acre Drilling Unit shall have the right of first refusal to drill

and operate any well proposed by a minority interest owner no matter the type of

well (whether LLHW, SLHW or vertical/directional), with the following caveats

The majority interest owner shall have 45 days from the date of
receiving written notice of a proposed well by a minority interest
owner to accept or decline to drill and operate the proposed well
("Election Period");

The drilling of any well proposed by a minority interest owner must
commence (bit to ground) within six months of the expiration of the
Election Period, whether or not the majority interest owner exercises
its right to drill and operate the well;

If the majority interest owner chooses to not drill and operate the
well and drilling of the proposed well is not commenced by the

a.

b

c
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minority interest owner within the allotted time period provided for
in "b" above, the process must be started anew by a minority interest
owner prior to drilling the well (r.e. providing notice to the majority
working interest owner who may exercise its right to drill and
operate the newly proposed well);

If a majority interest owner exercises its right to drill and operate a
well proposed by a minority interest owner but does not do so within
the allotted time period provided for in "b" above, the minority
interest owner that proposed the well may drill and operate said well;

e. If circumstances require the drilling of a well proposed by a minority
interest owner sooner than the expiration of the time period provided
for in ('b') above, (due to expiration of leases or some other
contractual commitment), such circumstances shall be addressed
with the majority interest owner at the time written notice is
provided to the majority interest owner of the proposed well; and

If a proposed well by a minority interest owner is for a
vertical/directional well, SLHW or LLHW, and in the judgment of
the majority interest owner such well is likely to result in waste or
cause other problems with proper development of such Drilling Unit,
the majority interest owner may file a protest with the Division
andlor Board in accordance with the Utah Administrative Code
Rules and such well shall not be drilled until the protest is resolved."

As mentioned previously, the purpose of this Request is not to take away any

party's right to produce their share of the resources, rather Axia's desire is to create a

process whereby at least one party, the majority interest owner within a drilling unit

(which is also the party with the most to lose), has the opportunity to review a well

proposal and the right to drill such well should they determine it is in the best interest for

the overall development of that unit. This is also being done with the understanding by

d

f.
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Axia that in some cases it is not the majority interest owner and would be in the shoes of

a minority interest owner proposing to drill a well to another operator

As proposed, the paragraph which would be added to the Orders does not take

away any owner's right to produce their just and equitable share of the oil and gas

interests. It merely grants the majority interest owner the right of first refusal to drill a

proposed well to ensure that it is done in a manner consistent with maximizing resource

recovery and preventing waste. No owner has a greater interest in accomplishing those

goals than the majority interest owner within a given drilling unit. What does not

accomplish those goals in this instance is simply approving the APD that is the first one

filed meeting the criteria contained in Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-4. ThatRule does

not take into account other important factors, such as those mentioned herein that are

concerns for Axia under the circumstances.

Furthermore, Axia contends that the Board has the authority to include such a

provision within the Orders. As cited above, Utah Admin. Code Rule R649-3-4(1) states,

"[a]pproval [of an APD] shall be given by the division if it appears that the contemplated

location and operations are not in violation of any rule or order of the board for drilling a

well." (emphasis added). If the Division can approve an APD not in violation of "any

rule or order of the Board," then the Board can include additional conditions within an

order for approval of an APD, such as that being proposed by Axia herein. Moreover,
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Utah Code Ann. $40-6-5(3) gives the Board the jurisdiction and authority to regulate "all

operations for and related to the production of oil or gas...." Adding additional

conditions to the APD approval process as it relates to the Subject Drilling Units for the

pulpose of preventing waste, maximizing resource recovery while still protecting

correlative rights, falls squarely within the jurisdiction and authority of the Board.

Axia believes and therefore alleges that granting its Request to Amend the Orders

will be in furtherance of the public policies of this State to promote greater recovery of

oil, gas and hydrocarbons from the Subject Formations without waste and with protection

of the correlative rights of all affected owners, constitutes orderly and consistent

development of the Subject Lands, and is just and reasonable.

Axia will, in accordance with Board rules, timely submit exhibits and present

testimony in support of these allegations.

Axia will separately hle a certificate of mailing listing all parties known to it,

based on a search of the TLA, BLM, Uintah and Duchesne County rcalty records, and the

records of the Division, whose "legally protected interests" will be affected by this

Request. There are no respondents or adverse parties known at this time to Axia.

WHEREFORE, Axia respectfully requests :

1. That this matter be set for hearing on January 30,2019 in Salt Lake City;

2. That notice of such hearing be given as provided by law; and
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3. That, upon sufficient evidence produced and testimony given at the hearing,

the Board issue an order:

a) modifuing the Orders (139-138, 139-140,139-149 and 139-153) to include
the following provision:

The majority interest owner andlor owner with the highest working interest
within a 1,280-acre Drilling Unit shall have the right of first refusal to drill
and operate any well proposed by a minority interest owner no matter the
type of well (whether LLHW, SLHW or vertical/directional), with the
following caveats:

The majority interest owner shall have 45 days from the date of
receiving written notice of a proposed well by a minority interest
owner to accept or decline to drill and operate the proposed well
("Election Period");

ll. The drilling of any well proposed by a minority interest owner must
commence (bit to ground) within 6 months of the expiration of the
Election Period whether or not the majority interest owner exercises
its right to drill and operate the well;

iii If the majority interest owner chooses to not drill and operate the
well and drilling of the proposed well is not commenced by the
minority interest owner within the allotted time period provided for
in "ii" above, the process must be started anew by a minority interest
owner prior to drilling the well (i.e. providing notice to the majority
working interest owner who may exercise its right to drill and
operate the newly proposed well);

lv. If a majority interest owner exercises its right to drill and operate a

well proposed by a minority interest owner but does not do so within
the allotted time period provided for in "ii" above, the minority
interest owner that proposed the well may drill and operate said well;

If circumstances require the drilling of a well proposed by a minority
interest owner sooner than the expiration of the time period provided

v
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vl.

for in "ii" above, (due to expiration of leases or some other
contractual commitment), such circumstances shall be addressed
with the majority interest owner at the time written notice is
provided to the majority interest owner of the proposed well; and

If a proposed well by a minority interest owner is for a

vertical/directional well, SLHW or LLHW, and in the judgment of
the majority interest owner such well is likely to result in waste or
cause other problems with proper development of such Drilling Unit,
the majority interest owner may file a protest with the Division
andlor Board in accordance with the Utah Administrative Code
Rules and such well shall not be drilled until such protest is resovled.

b) presuming this Request is granted, making said Order effective as of the
date signed by the Chairman.

c) making such findings and orders in connection with this Request to Amend
the Orders as it deems necessary; and

providing for such other and further relief as may be just and equitable
under the circumstances.

Respectfully submitted this 1Oth day of December, 2018.

BEATTY & WOZNIAK, P.C.

By
David P. Bolda, Esq

5513 W. I1000 N., Ste. 103-221
Highland, Utah 84003
Telephone: (80 1 ) 67 6-2311
Facsimile: (800)886-6566
E-Mail: dbolda@bwenergylaw.com

d)
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Petitioner's Address:

Axia Energy II, LLC
Attention: Rick Gallegos, Vice President - Land
1805 Shea Center Dr., Ste. 400
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129
Telephone : 720-7 46-5210
E-Mail : rgallegos@axiaenergy.com

DPB
2268.09
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